MESSAGE TO PRIESTS
6/9/2020

In these times of confusion and chaos it is comforting to know
that we have Mother Church to lean on in regards to truth and
its dogmas passed down for generations, teaching people not
only the way to receive Jesus in Holy Communion but trust in
the Lord's Divine Providence.
Those of us who have taken vows to receive Jesus worthily on
our tongue know that if our hands are not consecrated they are
not worthy to receive our Lord. Through Holy Scripture, holy
tradition and magisterium we have Divine Providence set before
us to follow the Church that Jesus Christ Himself founded.
In His Church we know He also gives us canon law to protect
us from heresy, apostasy and sin in regards to the hierarchy
and what is taught from the pulpit. We should thank God that
canon law tells us that no priest can forbid to place the Holy
Eucharist, which is the body, blood, soul and Divinity of Jesus,
on our tongue. In actuality, giving communion in the hand is one
of the most irreverent ways to handle the precious Sacrament,
because pieces of Jesus can be broken off and fall onto the
floor when it's placed on someone's hand.
Any good priest knows that when you give communion on the
tongue and the hand placement is in proper form with palm
down and the back of the hand up, it's very unlikely to make
contact with the fingers of the priest to the recipient's tongue.
It's a beautiful movement that the priests know how to do
properly if taught in comparison to plopping the Blessed
Sacrament onto someone's hand when the back of the priests
fingers can touch that hand every time and contaminating each
other for sure.

So you see, this directive of not giving communion on the
tongue may specifically come from a bishop or a higher cleric in
the diocese, but in reality the foundation is from the pits of hell
for only the devil would prevent the Lord's Blessed Sacrament
to be given in a worthy way which is always on the tongue and
especially according to Church law.
If the Catholic Church is to survive on this Earth and to remain
the beacon of Truth and Faith for the entire world, it cannot
succumb to politics, fear and heresy. Mother Church must stay
true to her foundation in Christ to lead the faithful to heaven and
not on the wide path to hell.
To not receive the Blessed Sacrament in the most reverent
manner would be a great error indeed and will be written down
in the annals of history for all to see that these times were
forsaken by the very leaders of the Church that were meant to
hold up the truth for all.
God bless you and Mary keep you and may the truth of Christ
not only live in your heart but be served openly for the faithful
who come to you for faithful leadership.
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